Mini cooper passenger compartment fuse box

The fuses are designed to break and create a shortage whenever there is an electrical overheat.
The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your mini cooper
in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Mini convertible fuse box diagram. In the mini
cooper s and the mini coo per s convertible to the right of the air fil. Electrical components such
as your map light radio heated seats high beams power windows all have fuses and if they
suddenly stop working chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. F60 mini 20 yellow
power windows left hand. In the mini cooper and the mini cooper. The fuse box in the passenger
compartment has the fuse you want it is the f81 mini 20 yellow fuel pump control module other
fuses in that compartment are. Find the fuse location identify the fuse replaced with the
appropriate one. Roadster w mini connected Mini cooper and. Easy fix for the cigarette lighter
12 volts power supply. Sign up for our monthly newsletter to receive promotional coupons and
stay up to date on sales. Convertible to the right of the battery. Hardtop 2 door Countryman w
touchscreen John cooper works gp F61 mini 20 yellow power windows right hand. This article
applies to the mini cooper present. The mini cooper is equipped with two fuse boxes. Each fuse
box holds various fuses that are responsible for many electrical components. The fuses in your
mini cooper are responsible for anything electrical so when one of these components goes
awry youll know exactly where to look with help from this article. Wrg Mini Cooper Fuse Box.
Mini Fuse Box Totalparts. Mini 1 Fuse Box Cabin 80 00 Picclick. Fuse Box. Home mini cooper
fuse box diagram mini cooper s fuse box diagram Mini Cooper Fuse Box. Mini Fuse Diagram
Tips Electrical Wiring Fuse box location for mini cooper caja de fusibles 3m tinting miami
mobile window tinting car tints residential tinting commercial tinting marine window tinting
loading. In the engine compartment. Convertible fuse box. Mini fuse box diagram. Roadster w
mini. Clubman w touchscreen Hardtop 4 door He has listed all of the MINI's fuses, relays and
ground points earth points if your from my home country! I should note that the 'passenger
compartment' fuse box that he refers to is in the driver's foot-well in export left-hand drive
vehicles. Nice Job! Mine seems to have stopped working and i dont know if its a fuse or
something else, any help appreciated, many thanks Terry pls reply to erb ntlworld. Right here
on murmini. I replaced 37 20 amp fuse but still will not work. No I am afraid the days of relays for
such systems is long gone. This is all controlled by the General Module BC-1 along with a
bunch of other functions. See here. You really need to have a dealer of reputable service shop
take a peek at the diagnostics that BC-1 sends out and go from there. I think that I may have a
bad fuse because my drivers side window is not working. There is no clicking sound as
described in some other posts that I have read, so I think it could be a fuse and not the motor.
Where is the fuse located in the car? There is a small vertical panel you can pry open. The fuse
for the windows is F1 and is 30 amp for the left hand window, and F19 30 Amp for the right-hand
window. Started my 03 copper S last night and battery light came on, also no power steering.
Belt is ok. Alternator problem? How came I check output of alternator to see if it is ok? My wiper
stopped working in my mini. I want to check the fuse, but am not sure which one to check. Any
help would be appreciated. Well the article above will direct you to the page of fuses here then
simply search for Wipers. You did not say which wiper is not working. F9, FL50 and F The front
running lights dont work. Dave: Unfortunately, its not that simple. The side or running lights are
controlled by the General or BC Module. This is located in the right of the floor well on the
passenger side USA model. Yo may want to check connections are sound and that there are no
signs of water intrusion was an issue in some earlier models. It is fuse F32 for the front cigar
lighter. If the back one is not working as well that seems odd. What are you plugging in? Alex,
not really sure I can be of any help. You need to make sure it is connected properly and then
seek some diagnostic help from someone with a system tester. The computer display on the
tachometer on my Mini goes out and then comes back on after a few minutes. Sometimes it
works correctly for weeks and then goes black. The tach continues to work and the brake light
seems to work. Very hard to say what it is, but sounds like either a fault within tacho or a poor
connection. Worth checking Fuses for instrument cluster are seated ok look in the Electrical
page on this site , otherwise something in the instrument control itself. My passenger side
window suddenly stopped working. I have checked the fuse F19 and it is good. Any thoughts
other than the motor itself. Thank You. If you have checked the fuse and made sure its ok and
seated correctly. Look on my Fuses Page and make certain your checking the correct fuse. Yes,
you need to have a diode, that is part of the brake sensor circuit, replaced. The cruise control
keeps thinking that your brakes are being activated and it simply turns the cruise control off.
Simple job that the dealer can do. It has been discovered that the battery box has taken on
water. I have not been able to determine where this water is coming from. Possibly the sunroof
drain channels are plugged. The battery box, the BST cables trunk to front bay and the fuse box
assembly all have experienced severe corrosion and need to be replaced. Do you have any
thoughts on why I would be accumulating water in my rear battery box? Tough call without

poking about in the compartment. I think your right though unless there is any water leaking in
from the top or sides of the rear door. I am sure its a small leak that has just accumulated. Short
of pouring some food colouring in to trace it its going to be tough to find. Other possibilities of
the source of the leak may be around the break lights accessible through the rear pull out
panels or even the bottom of the battery box where water could come up, for example if you use
a car wash with an undercarriage wash. I think there is a seal in the bottom of the box so check
that. You may need to pull up the carpet and climb in the back while someone gets aggressive
outside the car with a hose pipe. Good Luck and let us know your findings. The rest of you go
and check your battery compartments! I know all this information must be somewhere in my
Bentley manual, but damn me if I could find it. I am showing it as FL8 in the Engine
compartment. Take a look in the owners manual or the Fuse Box cover, it has a diagram as well.
I have been having issues with the cigarette lighter fuse as it keeps blowing. I do not use the
IPOD constantly but for a max of 2 hours per day and then i disconnect the cable from the
cigarette lighter. Mini keeps changing the fuse to a higer or lower voltage without coming with a
real fix for the problem. I have been using this IPOD for over 2 years in the same car! I have
changed 10 fuses so far. Any advice please? I would think that there is something critically
wrong with either your cable its been damaged in someway or your iPod. Wonder if you could
please provide the location of the diode that fixes an inoperative cruise control. I have just
replaced the front brake pads on my Mini Cooper and the brake pad censor, however the tyre
pressure and ABS warning lights have come on and will not go out,is it a fuse problem? What
doI look for? I have a mini coop and my tachometer is not working I was wanting to know which
fuse this could be. I have a Mini cooper covertible.. I believe it is the FRM foot well module. I
have taken the molding off on the driver side foot well and the fuse box is the only thing i see
located on this side of the car. Is the from module possibly located on the passenger side
footwell? Any info would be greatly appreciated. RSS feed for this post. Live Search:. How Cars
Work. Comment Markup Help Preview comment. My headlights have stopped working - main
beam is OK, sidelights are OK, normal dipped beam is out. Since both sides went at once, I'm
assuming its a fuse. However, there are 24 fuses in the fuse box, none labelled with what they
serve, and the Haynes manual simply gives them numbers. I'm being lazy - to save me going
through them one by one, does anybody know which fuse is the one I need to change? Rover
Mini Mayfair, cc, Found this on another forum. Not sure if is the same for your Mini. Answer 10
years ago. When Kiteman sees this, it may change his conclusion. Since each dipped beam has
a separate fuse A2 and C2 , the fact that both of his are out simultaneously suggests a problem
at the switch, or at least upstream of the junction between the switch and the two headlamps. I
found a single blown 15A fuse. The dashboard switch seems fine, contacts all clean. I now need
to find the dim-dip relay and its associated inline fuse. Those forums you found are helping, but
they're not as active as 'ibles. The wiring diagrams aren't a lot of help, since they bear no
semblance to the geography of the car. Ah, the difference between a schematic and a built
circuit. At least the diagram tells to the colors of the wires Hmm, that's 27 fuses. The manual
says there are I think I will be spending Saturday visually inspecting fuses and crimping wires
It's 27 fuse slots. But that list shows that A5 and C5 are not used and so should be empty , and
also that A7, and A9 are Japanese market only, so you ought to have 23 operational fuses.
That's British for "low beam. I tried a Google search , but that's U. Does UK Google give
anything different or better? Ah, ha! This thread at MiniFinity describes a problem similar to
yours. It includes a link to a wiring diagram which might possibly be useful. I PM'ed it to
Kiteman. I wonder if replying to myself will pull it out of Randy's clutches? Stoopid check -make sure you're looking in the right fuse box. Often there is one box inside the car for
accessories instrument lights, radio, horn, etc. Did that - Haynes agrees with me that it's the
fuse box, it's just not letting on which of the Don't be too lazy. I've had both bulbs lose the same
beam at the same time and assumed it was the fuse. It wasn't. Just coincidence. Normal
everyday H4 inserts. Once both high main beams, once both low dipped beams, and numerous
individual blown filaments. Solved the problem by cutting off the connecting sockets from the
wiring, and crimping individual lugs on each wire for direct connection to the bulbs. Haven't had
a blown headlight for years. Follow Asked by Kiteman in Workshop. Tags: mini rover fuse
headlights headlamps. The forums are retiring in and are now closed for new topics and
comments. Kiteman kelseymh Answer 10 years ago. Kiteman keydogstony Answer 10 years
ago. CameronSS 10 years ago. Kiteman CameronSS Answer 10 years ago. Ad vertisements.
These are items designed to protect an electrical circuit from overcurrent and prevent
exceeding its current-carrying capacity. To clarify, they are the only protection for all electrical
equipment installed in your car:. If there is overcurrent in the circuit, a fuse blow
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s, disconnecting an appliance from the power supply. Thus, it protects the appliance from
failure. In this case, you need simply to replace it to solve the problem. What does a blown fuse
look like? Inspect a metal strip fusible element. A damaged one means the fuse has blown. If so,
you need to replace it. However, sometimes the wire may look intact even in the blown fuse.
How we can help you Fuse box diagrams presented on our website will help you to identify the
right type for a particular electrical device installed in your vehicle. Likewise, you can select the
car make and model listed below or from the menu on the right. How to check the fuses? How to
replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Skip to content.
Makes Acura. Alfa Romeo. Land Rover. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to
ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we
will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy.

